Kiki’s Kitty

Write adjectives to describe Kiki’s kitty! Can you think of an adjective for each letter of the alphabet?

examples:
A - Kiki’s kitty is an awful kitty.
B - Kiki’s kitty is a beautiful kitty.

A - Kiki’s kitty is an ___________________________ kitty.
B - Kiki’s kitty is a _________________________ kitty.

F - Kiki’s kitty is a ______________________________ kitty.
G - Kiki’s kitty is a ______________________________ kitty.
H - Kiki’s kitty is a ______________________________ kitty.
I - Kiki’s kitty is an ____________________________ kitty.
J - Kiki’s kitty is a ______________________________ kitty.
K - Kiki’s kitty is a ______________________________ kitty.
L - Kiki’s kitty is a ______________________________ kitty.
Continue writing adjectives to describe Kiki’s kitty!

M - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

N - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

O - Kiki’s kitty is an ____________________________ kitty.

P - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

T - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

U - Kiki’s kitty is an ____________________________ kitty.

V - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

W - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

X - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

Y - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.

Z - Kiki’s kitty is a ____________________________ kitty.
Answers will vary. Below are some possible answers. (X and Z are kind of tough. It will be interesting to see what your students come up with.)

A - Kiki’s kitty is an **awesome** kitty.
B - Kiki’s kitty is a **brave** kitty.
C - Kiki’s kitty is a **courageous** kitty.
D - Kiki’s kitty is a **delightful** kitty.
E - Kiki’s kitty is an **excitable** kitty.
F - Kiki’s kitty is a **ferocious** kitty.
G - Kiki’s kitty is a **good** kitty.

O - Kiki’s kitty is an **orange** kitty.
P - Kiki’s kitty is a **polite** kitty.
Q - Kiki’s kitty is a **quiet** kitty.
R - Kiki’s kitty is a **rambunctious** kitty.
S - Kiki’s kitty is a **silly** kitty.
T - Kiki’s kitty is a **terrific** kitty.
U - Kiki’s kitty is an **unusual** kitty.
V - Kiki’s kitty is a **vivacious** kitty.
W - Kiki’s kitty is a **weird** kitty.
X - Kiki’s kitty is a **eXtra special** kitty.
Y - Kiki’s kitty is a **yellow** kitty.
Z - Kiki’s kitty is a **zippy** kitty.